We list all imaginary cyclotomic extensions F q (x; M(x) )=F q (x) with ideal class number equal to one. Apart from the zero genus ones, there are 17 solutions up to F q (x)-isomorphism: 13 of them are de ned over F 3 and the 4 remainings are de ned over F 4 .
Introduction
In 1976, M. Masley determined the cyclotomic number elds with ideal class number one. There are 30 solutions (see Chapter 11 of 15] ). In 1974, D. Hayes 8] developed a cyclotomic theory for algebraic function elds over nite elds and since, class numbers of cyclotomic function elds have been the subject of many research. For instance, following the foundational work of S. Galovitch and M. Rosen 5, 6] , K.F. Ireland and R. D. Small 9] have computed in a special case the relative divisor class number of cyclotomic function elds, M. Kida and N. Murabayashi 10] have given all cyclotomic function elds with divisor class number one and D. Goss 7] , K. Feng 3] and K. Feng and W. Gao 4] deal with an analogue of Vandiver's conjecture and classical Kummer's results about the divisibility of class numbers. We denote by k = F q (x), with some x transcendental over F q , a rational function eld, 1 = ( 1 x ) its unique place at in nity , and consider K = k( M )=k the cyclotomic function eld extension associated with a polynomial M(x) 2 F q x] (see Section 1) . In this paper, we determine the imaginary cyclotomic function elds extensions K=k that have an ideal class number equal to one, i.e. whose ring of 1-integers is principal. Before giving our main result, let us quote two remarks.
K=k is imaginary if and only if the characteristic is odd, and we need therefore to assume q > 2 in order to expect a nite number of solutions. The ideal class number is associated with the extension K=F q (x), and thus it only makes sense to give the solutions up to F q (x)-isomorphisms, rather than F q -isomorphisms. We denote by g K the genus of K. Our main result is:
Theorem 0.1. The solutions to the ideal class number one problem for imaginary cyclo- 
where < w >= F 4 , and then g K = 1. In Sections 1 and 2 we recall de nitions and relations linking the class numbers of a totally imaginary extension of a totally real extension of function elds. In Section 3 we give bounds for the divisor class numbers of function elds. In Section 4, we recall basic results about cyclotomic function elds. Finally, we prove Theorem 0.1 in case M is the power of an irreducible polynomial in Section 5 and for a general M in Section 6.
Class numbers of function elds extensions
Let K=F q be an algebraic function eld of one variable with nite constant eld F q , where q is a prime power, and let S be a nite set of places of K. The ideal class number h S associated with (K; S) is de ned as the class number of the Dedekind ring
where O P = fz 2 K; v P (z) 0g is the local ring associated with the valuation v P at P. The divisor class number h K of K=F q is the order of the group of zero degree divisors, modulo the principal ones.
The integers h S and h K are related by the well known formula of F.K. Schmidt (see for instance 12]) S h K = r S h S ; (1.a)
where S = gcdfdeg P; P 2 Sg and r S is the regulator of (K; S), i.e. the index of the group of principal divisors supported on S in the group of zero degree divisors supported on S.
Computation of h K For sake of completeness, we recall here how to compute h K for any function eld K=F q . The Zeta function of K=F q is
where N r (K) stands for the number of rational places of K:F q r =F q r . One has h K = L K (1) and
where g K is the genus of K. The Riemann Hypothesis for function elds tells us that the ! i 's are complex numbers satisfying j! i j = p q so that
The numbers N r = N r (K) are given by N r = q r + 1 ?
As a consequence, one can compute L K (T ) knowing N r = N r (K) for r 2 f1; : : : The following lemma will improve this bound, when it is applied to K + and some of its sub eld, as we will see later.
Lemma 3.1. Let E=F be a nite separable extension of function elds de ned over F q .
Proof. Up to reordering the ! i 's, one has
Now the result follows from the arithmetic mean geometric mean inequality
and, using (1.c),
Next we minorate h K . 
The extension K=k is abelian, its Galois group is canonically isomorphic to (F q x]=M) under
7 ?! A(modM) where A is de ned by (y) = y A , for y any generator of M . As a consequence, where is the M bius function.
Divisibility of the ideal class number The following proposition and its corollary are classical in the number eld case. However, we could not nd any proof in the litterature for the function eld case. one proves that h(N) divides h(M) by recursion. In the general case NjM, one gets the result noticing that in any extension k( pi(x) n i )=k( pi(x) n 0 ), with n 0 < n i , the place over p i is totally rami ed. Next, we assume K = k( p(x) n) with n > 1. According to Proposition 4.1, the ideal class number of k( p(x) )=k divides that of k( p(x) n )=k, and we only have to study the cases k( p(x) n)=k with either d = 1 and any (n; q), or d = 2, q = 3 and any n. We use Formulae We obtain 6 The general cyclotomic case Now we treat the case K = F q (x; M ), q > 2 for a general polynomial M. Because q > 2, each sub eld of K is imaginary over k and thus, from Proposition 4.1, the factors of M have to be chosen among those mentioned in Proposition 5.1. So we can assume that M has the following factorization:
where the p i 's are distinct irreducible polynomials of degree 2, the a i 's and b j 's are all distinct and, (I). r 2 2, r 1 = r 3 = 0 and q 3, (II). r 1 1, r 2 1, r 3 = 0 and q = 3, (III). r 1 0, r 2 0, r 3 1 and q = 3. These three cases will be treated in sub-sections 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3 respectively. We now assume 
n n n n n n n n n n n n n n Consider the genus 2 eld K 2 = k( q2(x) ), its maximal real sub eld K and so h S > 1. where the q i (x) are distinct of degree 2, the b i are all distinct and r i 1 for i = 1; 2 then h S (K) > 1.
